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Abstract

Questionnaires such as the Profile of Mood States (POMS) and Daily Analysis of Life Demands for Athletes (DALDA) have been used to detect changes in mood and perceived feelings of fatigue/vigor in athletes. The present study tested the efficacy of a more recent questionnaire, Mental Physical State and Trait Energy and Fatigue Scales (MPSTEFS), to detect changes in perceived feelings of energy and fatigue during heavy exercise training. Sub-scales of the MPSTEFS include Physical Energy, Physical Fatigue, Mental Energy, and Mental Fatigue. POMS and DALDA questionnaire scores were used for comparison. Eight trained cyclists performed two exercise-training protocols. Each training protocol included three phases: Normal Training (NT), Intensified Cycle Training (ICT, 10 days with a 100% increase in training volume versus NT), and Reduced Volume Training (RVT, 10 days at 60% of NT training volumes). Following ICT, Physical Energy scores decreased significantly from NT while Physical and Mental Fatigue increased significantly from NT (p < 0.05). Mental Energy tended to decrease from NT, but the change was not statistically significant (p = 0.078). Following RVT, Physical Energy and Physical Fatigue significantly increased/decreased, respectively. Mental Energy and Fatigue tended to increased/decreased in a similar fashion, but these changes were not significant. Following RVT, Physical Energy and Fatigue significantly increased/decreased versus NT. Mental Energy and Fatigue followed similar patterns as their Physical counterparts, but these changes were not significant. Correlation analyses were performed between changes in cycling performance (30 km time trial) and changes in questionnaire scores across all time points. No significant correlations were observed, other than between changes in performance from ICT → RVT and changes in the Vigor/Activity subscale of the POMS questionnaire. Ultimately, the MPSTEFS tracked perceived feelings of energy and fatigue as well as the
established questionnaire, but should be investigated in future overreaching studies for verification.
Introduction

When applied to sport performance, the term “overreaching” is commonly used to describe a state in which athletes briefly increase training volumes and/or intensities to improve individual performance, and includes an exercise protocol during which athletes greatly increase training stresses for a predetermined period of time (5). While the increased training demands will initially result in decreased performance levels, overreaching can be used effectively to promote performance gains, when followed by appropriate periods of recovery (18). This form of overreaching is known as “functional overreaching”. For example, Coutts and associates (5) studied triathletes who were subjected to a 4-week intensified training period, followed immediately by a 2-week reduced training period. During the intensified-training and reduced-training periods, participants were required to run several 3-kilometer time trials. At the end of the intensified training period, running performance was reduced by 4% versus baseline levels. However, performance was then improved by 7% immediately following the reduced training phase, suggesting that the overall regimen was effective at promoting gains in performance. These findings have been corroborated by a number of other studies including Lamberts, et al. (15), Jeukendrup, et al. (13), and Halson, et al. (12).

To generate positive performance gains, it is crucial to balance the intensified workloads with adequate recovery times; otherwise, “non-functional overreaching” may occur. “Non-functional overreaching” is characterized by continued impairments in performance, which persist following the prescribed recovery period (10). If heavy training loads are maintained for an extended period of time, severe symptoms of poor performance and increased mental/physical fatigue can occur in athletes, with extended recovery time needed to restore performance. If adequate recovery is not provided, this condition can progress into “overtraining syndrome”
characterized by symptoms such as underperformance (3), chronic fatigue (3), increased susceptibility to infection (20), hormonal imbalances (17), changes in normal blood pressure, elevated basal metabolic rate, weight loss, excessive thirst, sleep disturbances, irritability, loss of self-confidence, and lack of appetite (15).

Questionnaires allow athletes to rate feelings of mental and physical capacity, as well as mood states, which are not always open for objective evaluation. Questionnaires are especially useful during periods of overreaching training, as the results of the questionnaires should be dichotomous in nature between the overreaching and recovery phase (9). As a result, this data may assist coaches in determining when recovery periods have been inadequate, allowing them to adjust training and/or recovery schedules to avoid overtraining. Several questionnaires such as the Profile of Mood States (POMS), and the Daily Analysis of Life Demands for Athletes (DALDA) have been used effectively to quantify psychological changes following intensified training and recovery (2,22). The POMS questionnaire includes 65 questions, with each question relating to a descriptive adjective of a personal mood. Responses are based on a psychometric 5-point Likert scale (0 = “no feelings” of the particular mood, and 4 = “extreme feelings” of the mood). The POMS questionnaire assesses the five negative mood states of Anger/Hostility, Confusion/Bewilderment, Depression/Dejection, Fatigue/Inertia, and Tension/Anxiety and the one positive mood state of Vigor/Activity. To generate the cumulative mood state score for “Total Mood Disturbance”, the positive Vigor/Activity subscale score is subtracted from the sum of the five negative mood state subscale scores. [i.e. TMD = (AH+CB+DD+FI+TA)-VA]. When examining psychological responses to exercise training, the Fatigue/Inertia, Vigor/Activity, and Total Mood Disturbance scores appear to be the most relevant categories. In a previous study, the POMS questionnaire was used to monitor training stresses after 5-weeks of intensified cycle
training, followed by a 1-week taper (13). Investigators reported that the Fatigue/Inertia and Vigor/Activity subscales were inversely related following the 5-weeks of intensified training (high Fatigue / low Vigor) and also following the 1-week taper (low Fatigue / high Vigor). Furthermore, a trend toward increased Total Mood Disturbance scores following the 5-weeks of intensified training was noted, but this change was not statistically significant (16). Other studies have reported similar outcomes with the POMS Scale including Dupuy, et al. (8) and Rietjens, et al. (21) providing some evidence for the efficacy of the POMS scale in assessing changes in energy/fatigue during and following overreaching protocols. Several studies have included internal consistency testing of the POMS questionnaire to ensure the reliability of the psychometric test. DiLorenzo et al. (7), distributed the POMS questionnaire to two sample groups to measure differences in mood states. They also included reliability testing of the 65-question POMS through Cronbach’s α coefficients. In the first sample group, all subscales had a Cronbach’s α coefficient of 0.80 or higher. The Cronbach’s α coefficient for the Total Mood Disturbance Scale was 0.97, indicating higher levels of internal reliability within the POMS questionnaire. The internal consistency results from the second cohort looked relatively similar. All Cronbach’s α coefficients (except the Confusion/Bewilderment subscale, α = 0.58) were 0.84 or higher, and the Cronbach’s α coefficient for the TMD scale was 0.94. Curran et al. (6), reported similar findings suggesting that the POMS questionnaire has high levels of internal reliability.

The DALDA scale has also been used to quantify exercise/training-related stresses. The scale is separated into two sections. Part A of the DALDA pertains to sources of stress: such as diet, home-life, work, friends, sport training, climate, sleep, recreation, and health, and Part B includes items related to mental and physical symptoms, like muscle pains, boredom, irritability,
general weakness, skin rashes, and congestion that may manifest as a result from the aforementioned causes of stress. Information is collected using a 3-point Likert-based scale, with three potential scoring options, “a” denotes “worse than normal”, “b” denotes “normal”, and “c” denotes “better than normal”. Coutts et al. utilized the DALDA to monitor triathletes who performed four weeks of intensified training, followed by a two week taper (4). The authors reported no significant differences in scores over time for Part A of the DALDA. However, the triathletes reported significantly more “worse than normal responses” following intensified training compared to baseline levels. Moreover, subjects reported fewer “worse than normal” scores following the two-week taper when compared to intensified training (4). Similar findings have been reported by other investigators including Halson, et al. (12) and Achten, et al. (1).

Collectively, these studies suggest that the DALDA B subscale can be used to detect predictable changes in psychological stresses following overreaching protocols. During the generation of the DALDA scale, Dr. Brent Rushall (22) ensured the reliability of each measure through a simple experiment. Dr. Rushall implemented a controlled three-day period of training set by coaches for a group of 22 competitive swimmers. On day two of the training protocol the DALDA questionnaire was issued to measure sources and symptoms of stress. After the three-day training protocol, a two week break from the standardized training protocol was initiated. After two week break, subjects entered the exact same three-day training protocol and again, were administered the DALDA questionnaire on day two. This evaluation was performed a total of five times. After the experiment, Dr. Rushall removed any measures (source and symptom) that were not responded to in a similar manner on four of the five occasions.

The Mental and Physical State and Trait Energy and Fatigue Scales (MPSTEF) is a more contemporary questionnaire used to assess subjects’ mental and physical facilities (9). For
each of the 12 survey items, participants rate the strength of their experience of a particular
classification (e.g. vigor) by marking a hash along 100-millimeter visual scale with the two end
points reading “I feel no vigor” to “Strongest feelings of vigor ever felt.” From the 12 ratings
separate scores for physical energy, physical fatigue, mental energy, and mental fatigue are
calculated. Unlike the POMS and the DALDA, the MPSTEFS questionnaire has not been used in
published studies to quantify psychological changes in athletes during an overreaching protocol.
Internal consistencies of the MPSTEFS scales were measured by Cronbach’s α coefficients.
Prior to the final generation of the questionnaire, Dr. Patrick J. O’Connor determined reliability
through a telephone survey of 202 adult residents of the United States. Cronbach’s α coefficients
for each scale were greater than 0.82 indicating a high level of internal consistency (19). The
potential benefit of offering the MPSTEFS as a replacement questionnaire for the POMS and
DALDA lies in its ease of completion. Athletes and researchers alike would prefer a shorter,
more efficient questionnaire, as it may prevent as long as the results provide similar information
to previously validated methods. Thus, the main purpose of this study is to test the efficacy of the
MPSTEFS to assess changes in perceived energy and fatigue following a functional overreaching
protocol. Specifically, our study will address the objectives outlined below.
Objectives / Hypotheses

Objective 1: To determine if POMS, DALDA, and MPSTEFS scores are altered following a functional overreaching exercise protocol.

Hypothesis 1: POMS, DALDA, and MPSTEFS scores are all expected to be negatively impacted (meaning more negative mental/physical energy and mood states) following a 10-day period of intensified cycle training (ICT), and positively impacted following a subsequent 10-day period of reduced-volume training (RVT).

Objective 2: To determine if the changes in the questionnaires are related to changes in cycling performance.

Hypothesis 2: Changes in POMS, DALDA, and MPSTEFS are expected to correlate with changes in performance.

Objective 3: To determine if the MPSTEFS is as efficacious a predictor of performance changes as the POMS and DALDA.

Hypothesis 3: The MPSTEFS scores are expected to track changes in physical performance equally as well as the POMS and DALDA scales.
Methods

Ten endurance-trained cyclists were recruited for the study. All subjects had completed at least seven hours per week of cycle-based training for 2 months or more prior to the study. After being recruited Subjects also performed a graded exercise test to determine aerobic fitness levels (VO$_{2\max}$), and maximum workload (W$_{\text{max}}$) at baseline. All subjects possessed a VO$_{2\max}$ ≥50 mL*kg/min. Prior to the initiation of the study, all subjects signed an informed consent form and general health questionnaires were issued to assess individual health status. Individuals with preexisting injury, those taking medications to relieve soreness, or with milk allergies were excluded from the study. Mean subject age was 24 ± 7 years of age. Mean subject height was 174.4 ± 11.4 cm. Mean subject weight was 71.9 ± 11.6 kg. Mean subject preliminary VO$_{2\max}$ was 63.2 ± 8.2 ml*kg/min. Mean subject power output was 318.8 ± 54.7 watts. Two subjects dropped from the study before completing the functional overreaching protocol (one due to time and commitment issues and the other due to non-compliance with dietary control procedures), and their data was not included in the results. Prior to the start of the study, the JMU Institutional Review Board approved all procedures.

Subjects participated in a functional overreaching protocol consisting of 14 days of normal training (NT) followed by 10 days of intensified cycle training (ICT), and ended with 10 days of reduced volume training (RVT). NT consisted of the subjects exercising at their typical average daily training volume and intensity. NT training volumes were standardized for each subject, using data from the first seven days of training (power output, heart rate, exercise duration and distance). These results were used to calculate average daily training volume and intensity for the subsequent training periods. After 14 days of NT, subjects completed ICT (consisting of 10 days of training with a 100% increase in average training volume versus NT).
Following ICT, subjects completed 10-days of RVT, in which training volume was reduced to 60% of average daily training volumes during NT.

Data for this study was obtained from a larger project examining nutritional supplementation during a functional overreaching protocol. (co-principle investigators: Dr. M. Saunders and Dr. N. Luden). All subjects received two different nutritional supplements over the course of two functional overreaching protocols. In one phase, carbohydrate supplementation (CHO) was provided during and following each exercise session during ICT and RVT. In the other phase, carbohydrate+protein (CHO+Pro) supplementation was provided during/following exercise (Figure 1) A crossover design was implemented so that each subject received both nutritional supplements during separate phases. Training protocols were kept constant across the two phases, and the order in which subjects received the treatments was randomized. A washout period of ≥ 14 days was provided between the two experimental periods. Furthermore, the subjects and investigators were blinded to the order of nutritional treatments until completion of the entire project.
Figure 1. Experimental Design

Figure 1 represents randomized double-blind crossover design utilized in the present study.
Obtained Measurements

Subjects reported to the laboratory following each training period (NT, ICT, and RVT) to complete a performance test. This performance test consisted of 2 hours of steady state cycling (at 50% of $W_{\text{max}}$ obtained during NT), immediately followed by a 30-kilometer time trial. Cycling performance was assessed via the time to complete the 30-km time trial.

Several psychological and physiological stress assessments were obtained during each phase of training. These questionnaires included the Daily Analysis of Life Demands for Athletes (DALDA), the 65-question version of the Profiles of Mood States (POMS), and the Mental/Physical State and Trait Energy and Fatigue Scales (MPSTEFS). The DALDA and MPSTEFS questionnaires were administered on three consecutive days at the end of each training phase. Due to the greater time commitment needed to complete the POMS scale, this assessment was administered on a single occasion at the completion of each training phase, which coincided with the final administration of the DALDA and MPSTEFS questionnaires. Subjects completed all questionnaires in the morning prior to training.

Statistical Analysis

A series of 3x2 (Time x Treatment) ANOVAs were employed to examine the effects of training and nutrition on the dependent measures (POMS score, DALDA score, Energy/Fatigue score, and performance). In addition, change scores between training phases (NT, ICT, RVT) were calculated for each dependent measure. Bivariate correlations were then calculated between changes in questionnaire scores and changes in performance during each of these time-points. Internal reliability tests were performed on both the POMS and MPSTEFS questionnaire to obtain a Cronbach’s $\alpha$ score for each. Higher Cronbach’s $\alpha$ scores indicate higher levels of
internal reliability within the questionnaire. These values were calculated from the data obtained from the two NT phases, as these scores were not directly influenced by treatment interventions or training protocols.
Results

No significant treatment-effects, or treatment x time interactions were observed for any of the dependent measures. Because no observable effects were detected between treatments (CHO and CHO+Pro), data were averaged across the two treatments to provide a single score for each dependent measure at each time point. All data presented in the results represent these averaged values.

Questionnaire Reliability

Table 1. Cronbach’s $\alpha$ Scores for POMS and MPSTEPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Mood Disturbance</th>
<th>Fatigue/Inertia</th>
<th>Vigor/Activity</th>
<th>Physical Energy</th>
<th>Physical Fatigue</th>
<th>Mental Energy</th>
<th>Mental Fatigue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 illustrates the Cronbach $\alpha$ scores for the POMS questionnaire.

Table 1 illustrates the Cronbach’s $\alpha$ scores for both the POMS questionnaire, and MPSTEPS questionnaire. All coefficients, except the Fatigue/Inertia subscale represent moderate levels of reliability within the MPSTEPS and POMS questionnaires, but no values were determined to be statistically significant.
**Time Trial Performance**

Average 30-kilometer time trial performances are shown in Figure 2. Mean values increased slightly from NT (56.0 ± 5.73) to ICT (56.54 ± 7.46) but this change was not statistically significant. However, a substantial outlier was identified, as one subject recorded a time during one NT trial that was about 13 minutes slower than their other trials. This score minimized the average decline in performance from NT to ICT. When this subject was removed from the analysis, the change in performance between NT – ICT increased to 1.44 minutes, but this difference was still not statistically significant (p = 0.357). Time trial performance following RVT (54.93 ± 6.20) was significantly faster than ICT (p = 0.031).
Figure 2. Time Trial Performance

NT = Normal Training, ICT = Intensified Cycle Training (10 days with 100% increase in training volume versus NT), RVT = Reduced Volume Training (10 days with 60% decrease in training volume versus NT). Values are Mean ± Standard Error of Mean
Table 2. Mental/physical energy and fatigue scores (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>RVT</th>
<th>NT → ICT</th>
<th>NT → RVT</th>
<th>ICT → RVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Energy</td>
<td>168 ± 38</td>
<td>139 ± 43*</td>
<td>192 ± 43##&amp;</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Fatigue</td>
<td>124 ± 56</td>
<td>173 ± 52*</td>
<td>191 ± 51##&amp;</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Energy</td>
<td>180 ± 51</td>
<td>155 ± 44</td>
<td>182 ± 59</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.860</td>
<td>.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Fatigue</td>
<td>117 ± 60</td>
<td>145 ± 53*</td>
<td>108 ± 64</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.387</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = significant change between NT and ICT (p < 0.05). # = significant change between NT and RVT. & = significant change between ICT and RVT.

Table 2 illustrates changes in the dependent measures of the MPSTEFS questionnaire across the 3 times points as well as statistical significance between time points. Following ICT, Physical Energy and Fatigue significantly decreased and increased from baseline, respectively. Meanwhile, Mental Energy and Fatigue decreased and increased from baseline, respectively, but the change in Mental Energy was not significant (p = 0.078). Following RVT, Physical Energy and Fatigue significantly increased and decreased, respectively. However, while Mental Energy and Fatigue increased and decreased relative to ICT, respectively, these changes were not statistically significant (p = 0.196, p = 0.057). Finally, following RVT, Physical Energy and Fatigue significantly increased and decreased beyond baseline levels. Mental Energy and Fatigue followed similar trends as Physical Energy and Fatigue, but these changes were found to be not statistically significant.
Table 3. “Worse than normal” DALDA scores (mean ± SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>RVT</th>
<th>NT → ICT</th>
<th>NT → RVT</th>
<th>ICT → RVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DALDA A</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>1.7 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALDA B</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2.2</td>
<td>5.2 ± 4.2*</td>
<td>1.8 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = significant change between NT and ICT (p < 0.05). # = significant change between NT and RVT. & = significant change between ICT and RVT.

Table 3 illustrates changes in the dependent measures of the DALDA questionnaire across the 3 time points as well as statistical significance between time points. DALDA A subscale scores did not significantly change across all time points. DALDA B subscale scores significantly increased following ICT (p = 0.045). DALDA B subscale scores then decreased significantly following RVT (p = 0.008). Following RVT, DALDA B subscale scores were lower than baseline, but this change was not statistically significant (p = 0.073).
### Profile of Mood States

**Table 4.** Total Mood Disturbance, Fatigue, and Vigor scores (mean ± SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>RVT</th>
<th>NT → ICT</th>
<th>NT → RVT</th>
<th>ICT → RVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Mood Disturbance</strong></td>
<td>7.9 ± 19.2</td>
<td>10.1 ± 18.9</td>
<td>6.8 ± 17.4</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fatigue / Inertia</strong></td>
<td>6.7 ± 4.3</td>
<td>8.9 ± 4.5</td>
<td>5.1 ± 3.6*</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vigor / Activity</strong></td>
<td>19.0 ± 6.1</td>
<td>16.8 ± 6.7*</td>
<td>15.6 ± 7.5</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = significant change between NT and ICT (p < 0.05). # = significant change between NT and RVT. & = significant change between ICT and RVT.

Table 4 illustrates changes in the dependent measures of the MPSTEFS questionnaire across the 3 time points as well as statistical significance between time points. No significant changes were detected across the time points for the Total Mood Disturbance scale. The Fatigue/Inertia subscale significantly decreased beyond baseline levels following RVT (p = 0.005). The Vigor/Activity subscale significantly decreased following ICT (p = 0.038).
Table 5. 30-kilometer Time Trial Performance Correlations (PE – MF refer to MPSTEFS questionnaire)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>PF</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>DALDA</th>
<th>POMS TMD</th>
<th>POMS F</th>
<th>POMS V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT → ICT</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>-0.555</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-0.472</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT → RVT</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>-0.205</td>
<td>-0.271</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.796*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT → RVT</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>-0.482</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>-0.348</td>
<td>-0.719</td>
<td>-0.384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = significant correlation (p < 0.05)

Table 5 illustrates correlations between the changes in dependent measures with change in 30-kilometer time trial performance. No changes in dependent measures strongly correlated with average changes time trial performance except for the POMS Vigor/Fatigue subscale following RVT relative to ICT.
Discussion

Several questionnaires have been utilized successfully in prior studies to rate feelings of exertion and mood during intensified training (1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 16, 21, 22). Monitoring perceived feelings of exertion and mood during intensified training may help coaches identify non-functional-overreaching in athletes, potentially allowing them to modify training protocols to promote adequate recovery. Evaluation tools that are short and easy to administer/evaluate are likely to be preferred by coaches and athletes for this purpose.

The present study evaluated the psychological effects (i.e. perceived feelings of vigor/fatigue) of intensified cycle training (ICT) followed by reduced volume training (RVT) in eight subjects as measured by three questionnaires. The POMS and DALDA questionnaires have been successfully utilized in previous studies to track these changes (1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 16, 21, 22), but the MPSTEFS questionnaire has never been examined in an overreaching protocol.

Scores on the DALDA B subscale were significantly affected by the overreaching protocol utilized in this study. Mean “worse than normal” scores significantly increased following ICT (relative to NT), and then significantly decreased following RVT. The reduction in “worse than normal scores” tended to be lower following RVT relative to NT, but this change was not statistically significant (p = 0.073). Prior investigators have reported similar changes in DALDA B scores in triathletes when exposed to an overreaching protocol (5). In addition, prior studies of trained cyclists/runners have also reported comparable changes in DALDA B scores following overreaching protocols (1, 12). Scores from the DALDA A subscale were not significantly affected by the overreaching protocol (p = 0.935). Similarly, prior studies have reported similar findings in which the DALDA A subscale did not significantly change throughout their respective overreaching protocols (5, 12).
Relevant measures of the POMS questionnaire (Total Mood Disturbance, Fatigue/Inertia, Vigor/Activity) tended to change in the expected directions following ICT. Vigor/Activity scores decreased significantly following ICT, while Fatigue/Inertia scores tended to increase, though not to a significant degree \((p = 0.109)\). However, these alterations did not elevate Total Mood Disturbance scores to a significant extent \((p = 0.600)\). Following RVT, Fatigue/Inertia scores were significantly lower than following ICT, and Total Mood Disturbance scores tended to be improved (though not to a significant extent; \(p = 0.091\)). Mean scores for Vigor/Activity decreased significantly following ICT \((p = 0.038)\). Surprisingly, mean scores for Vigor/Activity decreased further following RVT, but this change was not statistically significant \((p = 0.323)\). This result was not expected, as subjects were deliberately training at 60% of baseline, after having performed a grueling 10 days of a 100% increase from baseline. Furthermore, this result contradicts the expected inverse relationship between the Fatigue/Inertia and Vigor/Activity subscales reported by Martin et al. Martin and associates observed increased Fatigue/Inertia and decreased Vigor/Activity following the intensified training phase. Conversely, they observed decreased Fatigue/Inertia and increased Vigor/Activity following the reduced training volume phase \((16)\). Furthermore, this anomaly also contradicts the Physical and Mental Energy scores on the MPSTEFS questionnaire. As previously stated, subjects reported increased feelings of Physical and Mental Energy following RVT in the MPSTEFS questionnaire, but the exact opposite in the POMS questionnaire. This anomaly cannot be directly explained, but could potentially be related to inattentiveness after multiple administrations of the relatively lengthy questionnaire. With the exception of this anomaly, the general directional trends observed in TMD and the Fatigue/Inertia and Vigor/Activity subscales tended to be similar to prior studies \((8, 13, 21)\) and consistent with information provided by the DALDA scores.
Unlike the POMS and DALDA questionnaires, the MPSTEFS questionnaire has not been administered in previous studies investigating overreaching protocols. The four psychological subscales of the MPSTEFS questionnaire tracked well with the expected outcomes from the overreaching model, particularly the Physical Energy and Physical Fatigue measures. Mean Physical Energy scores significantly decreased from baseline following ICT (p = 0.018), and then significantly increased following RVT (p = 0.003). This increase in mean Physical Energy scores following RVT was significantly higher than NT (p = 0.006). Physical Fatigue tracked in the opposite direction (as expected), and changes between all time points were statistically significant. Average Mental Energy scores tended to move in a similar direction as the Physical Energy measure, but none of the changes between time points were statistically significant. Finally, mean Mental Fatigue scores significantly increased following ICT, and tended to decrease following RVT. However, changes between ICT and RVT (p = 0.057), and then NT and RVT (p = 0.387) were not statistically significant.

The MPSTEFS tracked well with the implemented overreaching protocol this study utilized. Expected trends of increased perceptions of fatigue following ICT, and recovery of energy following RVT were reflected by the data. The MPSTEFS appeared to track the expected changes similarly well in comparison to the DALDA. In addition, the MPSTEFS potentially detected changes with greater sensitivity than the POMS scale, based on the absence of statistically significant changes in numerous POMS scores, and the noted anomalies in Vigor/Activity scores following RVT. These findings generally support the use of the MPSTEFS to assess fatigue/energy in future overreaching studies. Furthermore, the MPSTEFS could be a useful device for coaches to identify potential markers of nonfunctional overreaching.
scores of low Physical/Mental Energy, and high Physical/Mental fatigue could be indicative that an athlete requires additional recovery to avoid the overtraining syndrome.

The correlation analyses revealed no significant associations between changes in time trial performance and changes in psychological measures between time points with one exception. Changes in time trial performance between ICT and RVT was positively correlated ($p < 0.05$) with change in the Vigor/Activity. Interestingly, this correlation refers to the previously mentioned anomaly within the Vigor/Activity subscale. Due to the illogical possibility that decreases in perceptions of vigor are strongly correlated with improvements in Time Trial Performance, it is unlikely that this observation was truly sensitive to changes. As only one dependent measure was significantly correlated with time trial performance, the data suggests that these psychological measures are largely independent from changes in time trial performance. Performance can be affected by a substantial number of factors, not just relative feelings of fatigue and vigor, and changes in mood may only be a minor influence. In addition, the small sample size used in the study, and the homogeneous nature of the population sampled may have minimized the likelihood of detecting meaningful correlations between these variables.

The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ scores between the POMS questionnaire and MPSTEFS questionnaire were relatively similar. The relatively low values for both questionnaires can possibly be explained, again, by a small, homogeneous sample size. In addition, the extended time-lapse between the two NT phases ($> 1$ month) also contributed to added variability between repeated administrations of the questionnaires. However, the similar values observed between the two scales indicate the MPSTEFS has similar consistency to the previously validated POMS scale, under these testing conditions.
As previously stated a limitation within this study was the small, homogeneous sample size. Furthermore, increasing the frequency of administration of the POMS questionnaire could have helped minimize the noted measurement error. Questionnaire reliability was based on two questionnaires that were completed roughly 40 days apart, potentially influencing questionnaire reliability. In order to minimize error, multiple questionnaires could be administered in the early phase of the study to generate more accurate reliability results.

In the future, more overreaching studies should include the MPSTEFS questionnaire to further validate its use in detecting nonfunctional overreaching and over training syndrome in athletes. Furthermore, the MPSTEFS should be utilized in studies that involve varying modes of exercise, not just cycling. (e.g. running, swimming, cross-country skiing). These studies could generate more reliable and accurate results by including a larger and more diverse sample size.

In summary, the POMS, DALDA, and MPSTEFS questionnaires all tracked relatively well with expected changes across the different phases of the overreaching protocol with very few exceptions. The MPSTEFS questionnaire was specifically tested in this overreaching protocol, and its success in detecting expected psychological changes indicates it can be utilized in future overreaching studies, and to detect nonfunctional overreaching in athletes. Additionally, the MPSTEFS questionnaire appeared to track psychological changes with greater sensitivity relative to the POMS questionnaire based on a greater proportion of significant outcomes across the protocol (i.e. lower p-values) and logical findings across all time points. This observation may suggest that the MPSTEFS questionnaire is more efficient in detecting nonfunctional overreaching in athletes, due to ease in completion and scoring relative to the POMS though further research is required to confirm this hypothesis. Analyses between changes in dependent measures of questionnaires and changes in time trial performance revealed no significant
correlations. Finally, reliability analyses reported relatively low consistency between repeated measurements of the POMS and MPSTEFS questionnaires. While neither questionnaire was deemed highly reliable by this study, the POMS and MPSTEFS questionnaires shared similar levels of consistency, under these specific testing conditions, and variability may have been related to the sample size and/or a long time period between measurements.
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